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4. Î±. 2007. Diagrams 4. Î±. 2007. Diagrams 4.I just love the old school "tacky" 70's fonts! I was born
in 1968, so I still have a lot of memories from that decade, and the 70's typefaces are my favorite

period of type history. I know they're not the classics and I never claimed that I was one to judge, but
there's a lot to love about them. Some of my favorite fonts are Helvetica (above), Avant Garde

Gothic (below), Vincentius (left) and perhaps the greatest of them all, Franklin Gothic Condensed
(right)!Czechs' Elastoplast sheets can be removed during flight, but this doesn't apply to air

passengers Prague, June 4, 2007 - The rule that you must stick your hand through a metal detector
in order to board a plane is one of the most annoying that passengers have to put up with, but at

least the Czech government has come up with a smart idea to get around it - and thereby one of the
biggest causes of passenger annoyance. It is introducing and paying for Elastoplast sheets which you
can stick to your hand if a security metal detector finds the metallic detector triggered and it touches
your hand. If it doesn't touch your hand, your bag or any metal, the detector won't be triggered. The
authorities have already announced that the sheets will be introduced during summer of this year,
and later also in October. However, it is not yet known how much the government will pay for the

introduction of the sheets. The idea is that the Elastoplast (or "plastis" in Czech) will be used not just
by the authorities and other passengers, but also by the security staff. For example, if any passenger
is found to have a foreign metal piece in their pocket, the security staff will be able to use the sheets

to try and remove the metal object without having
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